YL
designs media
in various formats
for bringing these stories
to the people, the young generation,
in many formats, for many uses and users,
in up to 19 languages, fit for the classrooms
and homes of the world. We are pioneering
Positive Change Media Culture, with
all that is needed for real change
#inspiration
# DIY knowledge
# action opportunity
# access to live meetings
# global changemaker community
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Are you completely new to YL?
Check out our video for a taste of spirit, who we are,
what we offer, and the solutions and actions implemented by members of our community.
It will add much to your vision what is in and behind
these media, and ahead of you. Enjoy the music!
http://bit.ly/1rQvnty or www.youth-leader.org

Music: Voice of Youth. That’s Xiuhtezcatkl and
Itzcuauhtli, two amazing Earth Guardians.

Hi!
This booklet is about YL Media.
The solutions for creating a global, peaceful,
just, thriving and sustainable, a sacred civilization, exist. They are implemented by
ordinary people, by caring experts, by
teenagers and even children. And they can be replicated by
people in a million places.
What is needed, is to get these solutions, the inspirational
model and role models, out there, into the schools of the
world, so the young generation can grow up with them,
implement them, and live this bright new future.
How can we bring humanity’s best knowledge, myriads of
solutions to the people? How can we inspire, equip and support
the young generation to implement them? How can we make
this happen in the place they frequent every day - schools with benefits for learning culture?
We have found an answer to these important questions: YouthLeadeR as a resource platform, and Change Generation
Rising as a year-round action program for student clubs.
YL media are different from anything that has been around
in schools and facebook streams. They are from the heart
and tidal wave of the changemaking movements.
The authentic videos, stories, poster exhibits and teaching
tools tell the most powerful stories of change lived by teens
and adult changemakers of our time. Carefully selected,
polished and accompanied by teaching and action tips, they
unfold extraordinary power. Universally, people agree*:
“The most inspirational videos I have ever seen.”

“I never knew young people can do this. This is sensational.”
“It makes me feel I want to get up, and do some-thing, too.”
“The most energized lesson ever. Students wish to get involved.” “This should be in all schools.”
If you use a few simple magic tricks, explained in our booklets
on YL Methods and YL Services, these media spark and
sustain a year-round stream of student club managed action
with significant impact, and outstanding learning dimensions.
Teachers, student leaders and student clubs use these media
as powerful tools to add inspiration, role models, tangible
solutions and action opportunities to subject teaching, workshops and activities. Cardgames and poster exhibits facilitate
year-round presence of teen-led action on global issues in
our classrooms and daily lives.
Student clubs manage a Hero/ines of the Month mini-exhibit
tuned to current UN Days in class and public. Topic Collections
and Action Packs for each hero/ine offer novel opportunity for
interaction with authentic initiatives, significant contribution,
even “live” webcast meetings, field partnerships and life
changing activities - informal, aligned with your priorities.
Depth and scope of these media, activities and studentmanaged opportunities are NEW. Please spend a little time
exploring our info brochures, and organize a Spark Session.
Then, follow-up activities evolve naturally in the hands of
inspired students - with little effort or time.
Explore these media with this vision in mind.
It can bring grand bliss to your life and the world.
Eric, YL Founder
* www.youth-leader.org/feedback.html

A book or website could not do what this game is doing.
44 young changemakers and their groundbreaking,
replicable sustainability solutions in unprecedented
format, sparking wow’s and cool’s across age groups
- 44 nutshell stories on backsides
- 44 qr code links to subtitled videos, articles, websites
- 44 action packs to join the hero/ines’ initiatives
- authentic changemaking ratings and special effects
- exciting, fun, multi-faceted gameplay
... a true initiation to the world of youth leadership
... highly memorable, intense study, intrinsic motivation
... shaping a worldview of Youth We Can
... a handy, sturdy resource on global issues in class
... accessible year-round for play and subject learning
“80% of human behaviour is shaped
by role models, much of it subconsciously.”
This pack is like a book, like a cinematic experience,
and a lifelong companion. I use it all the time, during
workshops, presentations and daily conversations. Our
hero/ines love playing it, and discovering their companions of Change Generation Rising. It’s a must-have
for every child of today. Picking it up, discovering ever
more, over years, they truly grow up with hero/ines of
their generation. Incredibly precious!

You can purchase individual
decks or school packs.
Local philanthropic clubs like
to invest in 100 games for
100 classrooms. That’s our
favourite model and probably
yours, too. Let’s do it!

Authentic videos about groundbreaking solutions.
Produced with and by real changemakers, they convey
the genuine spirit of the changemakers - awakening
the hero/ine in everyone of us.
If you've had a taste of our Spark videos, you sure can
imagine the value of hundreds such videos on global
issues have for use in education, youth work, at events.
There's also lot of unusual clips around, on all sorts of
issues... have you seen these?
The Interrupters http://bit.ly/1hHeY9N
Skateistan http://bit.ly/1hHf4hy

THEMES
> Children and Youth Leaders
> Peacemakers
> Girls & Women
> The Grand Changemakers
and more.
44 Hero/ines leading model solutions for change
+ with story
+ qr codes for instant cellphone viewing, and
+ and links to interviews, websites and tools
USE AS TEACHING TOOLS
They have everything that’s needed to research and
present. Students can use our online resources to
access their hero/ines additional materials, websites
and action packs.
USE FOR EXHIBITS
> at school
> in office corridors
> at events and conferences etc
Free download, print and post on ordinary home, office
or copyshop printers, in black and white or colour, from
page to multipage sized, if necessary tape them together
for large posters. We have been working like this, and
it’s perfectly fine.
REACH HUNDREDS OVER LONG TIME.
This is how ambience and change happen.

An inspirational video on
effective public action.
A YL Student Club member
organizes a “live” webcast
with Nellie, sharing efforts
on banning the ivory trade
A YL cardgame as everpresent resource, and handy
powerpack of inspiration.

A YL Student Club member
manages a “Hero/ines of the
Month” mini-exhibit, with posters, action tips, progress, impact and achievements.

YL’s dates for September, the Day
of Literacy, Peace, and the Peacemakers poster set. We meet Nellie
to ban ivory trade, end the killing
of rangers and wildlife.

are excellent teaching tools for use at school,
and excellent action kits for use by activists,
inspiring, informing and equipping youth to learn,
contribute to or replicate worldchanging solutions.
For each Hero/ine,
we use their authentic media and web presences,
add teaching tips and action tips, combining
+ story
+ videos
+ website
+ interview
+ poster
+ online media
for an exciting experience, holistic views, and really
knowing the people, understanding their initiatives.
All activities
- are relevant
- contribute to real campaigns and expert platforms
- can be vividly documented to make local headlines
All of them are extremely innovative, making big changes in our encrusted, broken, defunct, hurting and
unsustainable societies... some of them bring about
historic civilizational change, and you(th) can take a
drivers seat of innovation by spreading them nationally,
using the same materials that humanity’s greatest
visionaries are using. And you will meet some “live”.
YL Student Clubs are using these on a regular basis.

Our beautiful comics created by young volunteer artists
tell the hero/ine’s story in few pages, focussing on the
key moments and steps to success.
Inspired kids can explore the more complex videos
and stories online.
DOWNLOAD + PRINT ... it’s free
- for your home, kindergarten and class
- use as exhibit, playing them on a wall, reaching
dozens of children for a long time
- offer opportunity for joining the project
- you might even meet the hero/ine online
CONTRIBUTE!
Students and youth are invited to contribute to our
growing collection through
- creation of comic stories
following our style and storyboards
- turning comics into narrated stories and videos
Can you imagine a more inspirational arts project, with
comparably inspirational stories, plot and global
audience?

Every movement has its music.
The Change Generation feels this:
“This is our planet, our future, and we are determined
to not give it up to destruction. I will be, we will be the
change and change everything.”
What is the sound of this generation’s spirit?
Voice of Youth is the first band expressing this spirit.
This does not come by co-incidence, but could neither
have come from adults or other youth.
These youth are at the same time sacred practitioners,
multi-skilled lifelong activists, musicians, artists. Only
this combination can truly express this genuine spirit.
CONTRIBUTE!
1. IMmerse yourself in this music and feel into their
spirit. Tap into your deepest feelings and powers to
sing these songs. Play the music. Perform. At home,
in class, in public.
2. Dream up your own songs, on your focus cause.
3. Upload, share with us, reach our global audience.
Can you imagine anything more inspirational and
relevant for MUSIC class? We cannot.

When Pacha puts on her magic pajamas, and dreams
at night, she meets and make friends with animals
spirits, learns about global issues, how to solve them
- and tackles them in her waking life.
This sounds very much like the changemakers we
know! And this is why we have a favourite musical.
The best thing is, that the musical
- has fantastic songs, spirit and ambience
- is sung by superb musicians and young hero/ines!
- is produced by Dave and Aaron of Balance
Edutainment, both true to the cause of creating a new
media culture that uplifts the young generation.
Pacha and YL’s hero/ines of Change Generation Rising
appear in each others stories, and invites you to join
a movement uniting children globally in the spirit of
change through dance moves. #weareallconnected
CONTRIBUTE!
- Learn and perform scenes of the musical
- at school, at events, conferences and in public!
- record and send them to us, to share globally
- learn, perform, record, upload your #weareall dance!
A sure hit for any young and aged audience! Brief
scenes, unlimited imagination for costumes, and
integration of real world hero/ines and activities “around
the event” offer unprecedented opportunities!

Can we make the spirit of youth leadership everpresent
in staff rooms and offices?
Yes we can.
Our calendars offer artistic interpretations of carefully
selected, amazing young changemakers of our time.
Amazing water photography by teen photographer Elia
Kuehn balances the powerful stories with a soothing,
organic touch.
Story snippets and QR codes connecting to inspirational
videos and stories guarantee moments of inspiration
with your colleagues, year-round.
After a year, people’s worldview about young people
and the power of one will have changed. In the most
gentle manner.
All profits serve the advancement of youth leadership
around the globe.

The ultimate medium - is You!
That’s true for your deeds and talk.
But also for your t-shirts.
We constantly evolve our collection of clothing infused
with a spirit of change.
This includes our bestseller
- legendary YL Warrior Shirts
AND shirts by our hero/ine friends and field partners.

All profits serve the advancement of youth leadership
around the globe.

Here is one of our favourites. INSPIRED by walk acts
and impro theatre, and BORED by common acts booked
for green conferences to add a tiny bit of “art” and
“youth” presence, we have come up with a simple,
spectacular format for our stories, but
- we can only create it with you
- we believe you’ll totally love this
Select your ten favourite YL hero success stories, and
turn them into 5 minute scenes
... taking it easy
... using improvisation
... so you could also perform in public, in the streets!
= involving the audience as background actors
(holding signs, marching, cheering slogans...)
We think that this is the most entertaining theatre
oerformance for schools to create AND to watch EVER.
People will be amazed that the hero/ines are real.
BONUS: Take a local issue that your teeam cares
about, create your own imaginary hero/ine, and mix
this story into the performance! People will be surprised
that they never heard about him / her! Will you even
add instant action opportunities for making it true?
We cannot wait to work with you and share your
recorded performance with the world! This is super
super precious, you can be sure to be in high demand!

Finally, our online media deserve mention, for a constant
surf on the wave of change.
YOUTH-LEADER MAGAZINE
has a magazine and facebook stream sharing positive
change related stories, and our own stories and interviews on young and adult changemakers, sustainability
solutions, and reports on global issues,
CHANGE GENERATION RISING
facebook stream follows the unfolding adventures of
the real hero/ines of our Reality Game for activist youth
and student clubs. Clubs’ activities are also featured,
of course. Warriors, Clans and Tribes are one family!
YL SOCIAL EXPERIMENTS
facebook stream documents breakthroughs, breakdowns and celebrations of participants in our sustainable
lifestyle challenges like "One Month Without Supermarket", "Vegan Challenge", "Two Weeks of Peacemaking"
and the likes. Hilarious, and tremendously popular, it
is a powerful teaching tool also!
OUR PRIORITIES
is our facebook stream dedicated to global
> campaigns & petitions
> reports
for amplifying many, many important campaigns' reach
and nurturing a culture of global citizenship among
young people. It comes with PDFs for print out.

The combination of
ONLINE + ONSITE media
is important part of our approach.
Many people wrongly believe that
social media are everything. No.
Not for REAL POSITIVE CHANGE.
Positive change spirit transfer,
worldview change, dialogue and
community-building, dreams and
decision for REAL action do not
occur from short-paced online viewing in isolation. It happens ONSITE,
over long time, and in community.
This is why YL cardgames, poster
exhibits and student clubs using
action packs are crucial for true
change on significant scale.

Have a look
at our methods
for SPARKING
the spirit of change in class
and SUSTAINING it year-round
in our info booklets
OUR METHODS
OUR SERVICES
and if you are determined to make
it happen, explore that magical
forces behind the scenes in
THE SCIENCE BEHIND YL.
We are so much looking forward
to create beauty with you!

